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MAXFLASH is launching a new SSD
Rapstore: fast, reliable and aff ordable

Memorysolution GmbH introduces the fi rst Solid State Drive (SSD) from MAXFLASH. The ques-
tion why Memorysolution launches this new product now and not earlier was answered by 
Gerald Diercks with a persuasive smile: „We intentionally took our time with the introduction 
to the market, because with Rapstore we are off ering a fast, reliable and yet reasonably priced 
SSD. It is important for us to use high quality components, such as a fast controller with cache 
memory.“

Rapstore is defi ned by high-speed, performance and reliability:

- MLC-technology
- Read up to 230 MB/s
- Write up to 160 MB/s 
- 64 MB Cache
- Compatible with SATA interface (SATA I/II)
- Low power consumption (410 mA)
- Voltage: 4,5 V ~ 5,5 V
- Shock-proof up to 1500 G max
- ROHS compliant

- Silent: no latency delay
- NAND fl ash: Samsung
- Controller: Indilinx (Barefoot) IDX110M00-LC

The MAXFLASH Rapstore SSD is available in 128 and 256 GB. Warranty is 3 years. It is an ultra 
reliable feather weight: 80g (2.82 oz.). Extremely shock and vibration resistant and can be 
operated in an extremely wide temperature range, it is silent and has almost no heat emission.  
MAXFLASH targets markets such as notebooks, desktop-PCs, gaming-PCs and work stations. 
Another clever application is to use the SSD as the booting and system board with all pro-
grams saved on it while data is saved on a regular HDD.

SSDs especially shine under extreme conditions: dirt, shocks, vibrations, pressure changes, 
and magnetic fi elds, where regular HDDs cannot be used. For example a the electromagnetic 
fi eld emitted by a larger speaker can potentially erase all data on an HDD. An SSD on the other 
hand is quite unaff ected by every-day magnetic fi elds. 
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Short introduction of Memorysolution

Memorysolution GmbH was founded in 1997 and is one of the leading independent European 
distributors of proprietary memory upgrades, standard DRAM modules, hard drives, mother 
boards, barebones, coolers, and fl ash based products (e.g. SSD/fl ash cards). When working 
with Memorysolution you will see fi rsthand why the company motto is “enjoy the experience”. 
Twelve years of experience , only the best brands with the highest quality, excellent cost-
benefi t ratio, extremely high availability, and 10 year warranty on all products (except HDD and 
mainboards) make Memorysolution a reliable and diversifi ed distributor. 
The goal of the company is to deliver high-quality parts at the right price just-in-time and to 
support customers with excellent and professional sales and technical service. Four national 
branch offi  ces and a fully-owned US-based subsidiary are the ideal base for a globally opera-
ting company. Founder and President of Memorysolution is Gerald Diercks.

MAXFLASH?
MAXFLASH is known as an honest and reasonable quality brand for fl ash media. The portfolio 
consists of all common fl ash formats and also entails card readers/writers and USB drives. 
MAXFLASH stands for 100 percent reliable fl ash memory. Therefore only well-known memory 
components and controllers from world-wide leading manufacturers are used for the assembly. 
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